e-lectroloc Barrel Lock and Key System
Description
The e-lectroloc is an intelligent/smart barrel lock & key system that eliminates all the inherent problems with traditional
barrel lock & key systems used by utilities today. Both barrel
locks and keys are feature rich and programmable. This
system could very well be the last barrel lock and key system
installed at a utility.
Keys are programmed to time out on a specific day and will
not function or open locks until authorized utility personnel
reprogram the key. This feature ensures that after the timeout
period expires, the barrel lock and key system will not be
compromised (used without permission) even if keys are lost
or stolen. Key control concerns are now a thing of the past. In
addition to the time out feature, the key can be programmed
to operate a specific lock code or as a supervisor that can
operate multiple lock codes.

Solid & Sealed Face —
Eliminates contaminants from
entering the lock

The key design includes a collet or metal collar that secures
the barrel lock to the key, allowing one hand installation of the
barrel lock. Incorporated in the key design are a rechargeable
3.7V battery and a button with LED confirmation that the key
unlocked the barrel lock correctly.
The face of the e-lectroloc is solid and sealed therefore dirt,
sand, and water cannot enter the lock mechanism. This also
prevents disgruntled consumers or vandals from inserting
foreign objects into the lock mechanism. The barrel lock can
be reprogrammed by the factory to a new lock code if necessary. The lock is constructed of all stainless steel so corrosion
is never an issue.

Feature / Benefits
Smart Key Features Programmable Key Expiration (Stops working after a preset time)
Rugged Design stands up to Frequent Use
◆ Holds Barrel Lock for One Handed Installation
◆ Ease of Operation
◆ Rechargeable Battery
◆
◆

Smart Lock Features No Keyway Opening in Barrel Lock
◆ Prevents Water or Dirt contamination
◆ Prevents Mud Dauber or Insect Infestation
◆ Prevents Objects from Being Inserted
◆ Eliminates Key Breakage Inherent with Traditional Keys
◆ All Stainless Steel Components Prevents Rust
◆ Programmable Lock Code
◆
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